
Previous: 8,084.9 PSEi change: -1.73%

High: 8,083.4 Best: FGEN +2.17%

Low: 7,945.4 2nd best: GLO +1.50%

Close: 7,945.4 2nd worst: ALI -3.72%

Val. traded (mn): 5,013.8 Worst: TEL -8.39%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.1010 5.1560 5 years -0.0500 5.4300

6 months -0.0740 5.4540 7 years -0.0650 5.4160

1 year -0.0410 5.6140 10 years -0.0700 5.3780

2 years -0.0530 5.4380 20 years -0.0650 5.5990

3 years -0.0470 5.4370 30 years +0.0510 5.7790

4 years -0.0460 5.4340

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.910 51.780 EUR/USD 1.1184 1.1259

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0024 2.3366 5 years -0.0198 1.8763

6 months -0.0338 2.2323 10 years +0.0052 2.1348

2 years -0.0265 1.8569 30 years +0.0352 2.6465

Philippine peso

June 6, 2019

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The equities market closed below the 8,000 level on profit-taking before the Eid'l Fitr holiday yesterday. Local fixed income yields fell as market players

remain optimistic that the BSP will continue its easing efforts throughout the year. Expectations for a lower inflation print than the prior month

continued to support the strengthening of the peso.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities rose as investors expected the Fed to cut rates if trade tensions weigh on the economic outlook. Asian stocks traded mixed as discussions

between the Trump administration and Mexican officials on tariffs ended Wednesday without agreement. US Treasury yields continued to fall, and the

US dollar strenghthened as investors continue moving to safer haven assets amid worries over global trade.

 The Philippine Peso strengthened on Tuesday, driven by lower inflation 
expectation for the month of May. The USD/PHP pair closed at 51.8 (-0.25% 
DoD).  

 Local fixed income yields continue to fall, with an average decline of 5.10 bps 
and falling yields across tenors. Market players remain optimistic that the BSP 
will continue its easing efforts throughout the year. The decline followed the 
announcement of May inflation at 3.2% MoM, which exceeded expectations but 
still remained within the BSP's target range of 2.8%-3.6%.  

 The local equities market fell, correcting after it ralled on Monday, as investors 
took profit before the Eid'l Fitr holiday yesterday. Foreign investors were net 
sellers at Php737.38 million. The PSEi closed below the 8,000 level at 7,945.37 (-
1.73% DoD).  

 Security Bank Corporation (PSE Ticker: SECB) was authorized by the Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) to issue long-term certificates of deposit (LTNCD) up to 
Php20 billion in multiple tranches. Apart from the LTNCDs, Security Bank seeks 
to redeem P10 billion in unsecured subordinated debt notes in July ahead of their 
maturity date in 2024. 

 

 According to the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) headline inflation was 
reported at 3.2% in May, falling within the BSP's 2.8%-3.6% inflation estimate 
range. The PSA attributed the increase in inflation to faster annual increases in 
the heavily weighted subindices of food and non-alcoholic beverages index, as 
well as housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels. 7,400
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This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to 
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any use 
of the information contained herein. 
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation.  Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 

 US equities rose despite tariff threats as investors expected the Fed to cut rates if 
trade tensions weigh on the economic outlook. The US economy added 27k private 
sector jobs (est. 185k) but ISM's services-sector index were stronger-than-
expected. The DJIA closed at 25,539.57 (+0.82% DoD), while the S&P500 ended at 
2,826.15 (+0.82% DoD).  

 Asian stocks traded mixed as discussions between the Trump administration and 
Mexican officials on tariffs ended Wednesday without agreement. The MSCI APxJ 
closed at 502.02 (+0.27% DoD), in the green despite US-China trade tensions.  

 European stocks closed higher Wednesday mainly due to the Fed's indication of a 
potential interest cut later this year. Italy stocks however fell due to a threat from the 
European Commission regarding imposing disciplinary measures owing to their 
public debt. The MSCI Europe closed at 126.14% (+0.34% DoD) 

 US Treasury yields slumped even lower due to the report of sharp contraction in 
job creation for May. The yield on the 2-year note fell to 1.86 (-2.65% DoD) while 
the 10-year hovered at 2.1348. 

 The US Dollar rose versus other currencies amidst the unresolved US-Mexico 
trade conflict. The DXY Index closed at 97.32 (+0.26% DoD). 


